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No.1 Salukis Conquer Aces 79-65
*

3-Year Jinx
Dead, Buried

*

Professors'
Visits Set
To Nine Units
Nine off -campus residence
units will be hosts to a "Meet
Your Professor Night" program at 7;30 p.m. Thursday.
George R. Carpenter, associate professor of home and
family, will meet with residents of College View Dorm,
408 W. Mill St.; Egyptian Sands
North, 405 E. College St•• will
be host to C. Harvey Gardiner.
research professor of history;
Forest Hall, 820 W. Freeman
St., will meet ArthurE. Prell,
associate professor and director of business research
in marketing.
Gray's [)Qrm, 410 W. Freeman St., will meet with Coach
John Hartman, department of
physical education; Hofbrauhaus, 711 S. Poplar St., will
hold informal discussions with
Edward Lichtenstein, assisrant professor of psychology;
Alfred Lit, professor of psychology, will visit Lincoln
}Olanor, 509 Ash St.
Saluki Hall and Saluki Arms
will be joint hosts to PingC hia Kuo, professor of history.
at 306 W. Mill St. Terence
Brown, assistant professor of
English will speak at Washington Square, 701 S. Washington
Ave.

•

University Has
Tax Forms Ready

ICED UP--Large sheets of ice formed uneven pat- The weather man has predicted more light snow
for a period today and then another drop in temperThe 1965 W-2 forms (tax terns on the Lake-on-the-Campus when the temper(Photo by Randy Clark)
and wage statements) are now ature dropped into the teens this week. And the atures.
few
snowflakes
that
fell
gave
a
bright
frosty
lcok.
available, with distribution of
the forms beginning today. Informal Group in Action
All faculty and staff forms
will be sent w the respective
.f.
departments today and Friday.
0
Students may pick their forms

P roposa I Jor Stu dyoif Greek'
s SIU R le

~ai~~i:l~in;f ~~nd~~iVi:rsti~~
Center.
All student workers of 1965
will have W-2 forms, according to Arthur Albon, payroll
supervisor. Albon said that it
is imperative to have the W-2

~~~~~s. to

Under Consideration by Administration
A proposal [0 form a commission to study the role of
social fraternities and sorortties at Southern is under
consideration by the administration.

an informal gro~p of Robert
Orin an.
Marsha Journey.
George Paluch. Ralph Prusok.
associate dean of student affairs; Jack W. Graham. dean
of students; and Davis have

time graduate student consultant:'
The commission would inelude men and women. faculty.
graduates, and undergraduates, fraternity members and

Southern finally ended the
Evansville jinx by scooting
past the Aces 79-6.3 With a
strong second half Wednesday
night at Roberts Stadium at
Evansville. After a pre·
cariously close first half thl
Salukis began to pull a""a\'
steadily in the early stag.e_.
Strong team effort by the
Salukis, coupled With foul
trouble for the Aces helped
push Southern to a 16-poinr
lead midway through the
second half. Leading 59--50
with 9;18 left to go, Southern
pumped in seven straight points
to get the surge going. After
that, the Salukis tt.:lacioush·
held on to pick up their firs't
win over the Aces in nearly
three years.
For Coach Jack Hartman
and the players. the victory
was a sweet revenge. It was
in the same smoke-filled,
jampacked stadium about 10
months ago that the Aces had
whipped Southern in overtime
for the NCAA Small College
Division championship. That
was one of three wins the Ac(:,;
scored over Southern last
yea.r.
But it was a different swn
Wednesday night as
the
Salukis. rated No. 1 small
college team in the nation.
justified
the i r
ranking.
Southern got balanced scoring
from the entire starting five
and shot a hot .5:2.
George McNeil led the
offensive attack for Southern
once again With 20 points.
Boyd O'Neil and Clarence
?mith a~so play~d key r~les
m ~e ;lftory Wlt~ 16d~lntS
~~ •ac~o~~~~~e f~:Z~~ POi~~:
while the fifth starter, Randy
Goin. had nine.
Evansville's amaziug Larry
Humes accounted for 3~' points
in his team's effort. "The man
of a thousand moves" picked
up the total despite playing the
last 15 minutes with four fouls
against himself.
The lead shuttled back and
forth throughout the early
stages of the first half, changing hands 12 times in the first
eight minutes.
But Smith dumped in a jump
shot with 12;~o remaining w
put the Salukis ahead 13-U.
Southern didn't relinquish the
(Continued on Page 16)

lHe income tax
John Paul Davis, student ~t~e;eeting to discuss the ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~;I~ob~n1r:i~~
Any questions concerning body vice president and coThey have proposed a com- draw up its own agenda.
the W-2 forms may be direc~- chairman of the interim Uni- mission of four stUdents, four
It is hoped the commission
ed to the Payroll Office.
versity Student Council, said faculty members, and a full- woult! investigate the following areas:
The role now played by
social fraternitif'<; and sororities, their present status and
Also scheduled for today's major contributions.
Guest at today's Freshman
Patterns developing locally
Convocations will be the Rt. Religion-in-Life program is
Rev. Chandler W. Sterling. a viSit by Lt. Gov. Samuel H. and nationally.
Immediate changes necesEpiscopal bishop of Montana. Shapiro. He will speak at the
Here during Religion-in-Lifc dedication of the Gov. Henry sary for the University and
Weck, which ends today. Horner Center of the Jewish fraternities and sororities to
work together more effecBishop Sterling will speak at Student Association.
The program will be held tively.
the 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. meetSpecial problems which
ings in Shryock Auditorium. at 2 p.m. at the center at
need more study, such as pro803 S. Washington Ave.
The "independent thinking
Two films, "Storyof Chris- fessional fraternitie:: desiring
and frank speaking" bishop tian Science." and "How social housing. community
will be the guest at a lunch- Christian SCience Heals," will fraternities, housing, financeon at the Wesley Foundation be shown at 7;30 p.m. today ing and others.
Davis said Graham sent a
at II ;30 a.m. At 2 this after- in the Morris Library Audinoon he will be available for torium in connection with letter concerning the proposal
to
Ralph W. Ruffner, vice Gus
says we've finally
discussion in the Roman Room Religion - in - Life Week
trumped Evansville's Aces.
(Continued an Page 16)
activities.
of the University Center.
LT. GOV. SHAPIRO

Sishop Sterling to Speak Today

Gus Bode
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Hendershot to Talk on Glimpse oj Iran
CJ::.rence Hendershot. assistant dean of International
Sen' ces.
will
talk
on
"Glklpses of Iran With Special Reference to Education"
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in Mor]is 1 ibrary Auditorium.

Slides of Iran from 500 B.C.
to the present will be shown.
Convocation credit Rill be
given for the program, sponsored by the International Relations Club.

.0

-Wht is • II.!!! critic to
w... I",. . shews
• riotous chase throu!ll! the ....... which .is
aitic rullS lteadlo~ from roOM to roo. with _
!!,Iodi!!l case of fireworks •• p.!!! HYeral uk..

!i!rls-grin .... ltearit. For
y~ ~dl~ite

fiIm.-

I~"""••
dIar~, .....,
-New_II

w!!!J, ••

s:
GETTING ACQUAINTED--E. Claude Coleman and
George E. Axtelle, standing, discuss opinions
with (from left) Beverley Bradley Walter, Deborah
Tighe, (who had just stopped in), Brian Truesch

and Rita M. Gramann in the Sangamon Room of the
University Center. The session was designed to
help students become acquainted with faculty
members.

Informal Discussion Sessions Arranged
For SIU Students and Faculty Members
Students at large universirites often complain there is
no chance for them to meet
faculty
members on an
informal basis.
In order to take care ofthis
problem at SIU. studentfaculty discussions sessions
are being held everty morning
in the River Rooms of the University Center.
Eventually all departments
on the campus will be invited
to send faculty members (0
the sessions. All discussion
is informal. Students are in-

vited to bring their morning Rita M. Gramann. Beverley
coffee and chat with whom- Bradley Walter and Brian
ever happens to be in the Truesch from the student body.
rooms.
Currently the meetings are
in the Sangamon Room, but
group Size and interest is
growing so another room may
J. L. Amoros. professor in
have to be opened_
the School of Technology. will
The sessions were arranged lecture at the Sigma Xi meetby a committee composed of ing at 7:30 o'clock ronight in
E. Claude Coleman, professor the Studio Theatre in Univerof English, and George E. sity School.
Axtelle. head of the Dewey
Sigma Xi. national scientiProject. from the faculty, and fic research honorary society.
received approval for formation of a chapter on the SIU
campus in early January.
PreSident of the campus
chapter is Maurice Ogur , professor of microbiology_

Sigma Xi to Meet
In Studio Theatre

Bridge Club to
Be Organized Here
A student bridge club organizational meeting will be
held at 2:30 p.m. Saturday in
the Family Living Lounge of
the Home Economics Building.
Graduate and undergraduate
students are invited to attend.

Aiter the Military Ball,
Dine with us!

.

• Delicious Steaks

• Assorted beverages

• Italian Dinners

• Inti mate atmosphere

I

I
1".",

Today's
Weather

Your host: Brunie Marando

•

Make rese rvations early!

Little Brown Jug
Steakhouse
121 N. WASHINGTON Ph.457-2985

Slightly warmer today with
a period of light snow ending
early this morning. High temperature will be 30-34. The
record high for thi!'; date was
69 set iro 1929 and the low of
-I was set in PHS, according ro the SIC Climatology
I.aboratory.
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WSIU-TV'Film Classics'
To Show Film About Zola

Activities

Faculty,
Senate,
To Meet
The Agriculture faculty meeting will begin at 8 a.m.
today in the Seminar Room
of the Agriculture Building.
Student teaching preregistration will be held from 10
a.m. to noon and 3 to 5
p.m. in Muckelroy Auditorium in the Agriculture
Building.
Convocations will feature
Bishop Chandler Sterling at
10 a.m. and 1 p.m. in
Shryock Auditorium.
Dedication of the Jewish Student Center will be at 2
p.m. at 803 Wash~.1gtonAve.
Kappa Delta Pi. education frarernity. will meet at 4 p.m.
in Morns Library Auditorium.
Air Force Revue in Blue rehearsal will begin at 5 p.m.
in Shryock Auditorium.
The Aquaettes will meet at
5:45 p.m. in the University
School Pool.
Women's Recreation Association varsity basketball will
begin at 6 p.m. in the Large
Gym.
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet at 7 p.m.
in Room C of the University
Center.
The Student Senate will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in Ballroom A
in the University Center.
University Center Programming Board communications committee will meet at
7:30 p.m. in Room E of the
University Center.
Religion - in - Life Week will
present the "Story of Christian Science" at 7:30 p.m.
in Morris Library Auditorium.
Block and Bridle Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in the
Seminar Room of the Agriculture Building.
Gymnastics Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in the Large
Gym.
Modern Dance Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in the Small
Gym.
Young Republicans will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in Morris Library Auditorium.
Arnold Air Society will rush
new members at 8 p.m.
in the Home Economics
Building Lounge.
Iota Lambda Sigma. industrial
education fraternity, will
meet at 9 p.m. in Room
214
in the Agriculture
Building.

"Life of Emile ZOla" will
of athletic activities in
headline the WSIU-TV schedSouthern IllinOis.
ule for toningE. It will be shown
on "Film Classics" at 9:30 8 p.m.
o'clock. The film is an AcadPasspon 8: High Road T0
emy Award winner from 1937
Danger. "The Screaming
and stars Paul Muni, who
Eagles."
plays the great French writer.
9 p.m.
Other programs:
You Are There: Reliving
the Berlin Airlift.
1:55 p.m.
This Week in the
DAILY EGYPTIAN
Advertise,.

.
~
.~

l\linority Issues Discussion
i "Dedicated to Serve the Tr.ditioaal Dresser"
Slated on WSIU Interview
§ GIANT

gKLONDIKE
;~.. Buddy Buck

SIU athletics, behind-theMinority problems will be
discussed at 8 o'clock tonight
scenes information. and inon WSIU Radio by Walt Richter
terviews
with athletes,
assistant supervisor of WSIU
coaches and scouts.
Radio. There will be an interview with John Buggs on 8:35 p.m.
Chamber Concen: Dow"Comments on a Minority:'
land's "Pieces for Lute".
Other prograrr":
Brahms' Piano Quanet No.
2 p.m.
13 in A minor. and SchuPage Two: What the leadben's Quanet No. 13 in
ing newspaper editorials
A minor, Op. 29.
are saying about the issues
10:30 p.m.
of the moment.
News Repon.
7:05 p.m.
11 p.m.
Moonlight Serenade.
Let's Talk Sports: News of

~:

:

i* I (:~.i~:~:~;a~:;i.~~) I

**********************
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,.,',
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:*
*:

Arnold Air Society
Angel Flight

*

*
*
i*

* !

· Swe.ters

::!:-irts

:*
:* :
*

I :

The Egyptian Chapter of the
Soil Conservation Society of
America will meet at 7 p.m.
Friday in the Family Living
Lounge of the Home Economics Building.

:
:

*

inthe
University
Ballraom

:
:

I

Sat. Jan 22. Register at ...

tickets available
at Unive~sity
Information counter.

.

OPEN 9 TO 9 - 6 DAYS A WEEK

Ball Queen. :
Gary Dammer:
and his Orchestra.

**********************

* ~1

I This Week's Dandy Deal...

rT.

ROTC Military Ball!

~

•

~

i
•

(Jan.19-2S)

From our own kitchen comes our delicious beef
flavored vegetable soup serve:! with our steak·
burger sandwhich. (we grind U.S. j!,ood round
steak daily for our sleakburj!,ers l )

_1
~I'I'MILY·...U1I1
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TW·OCONVENIENTLOCATIONS
(:ARBONDALE.HERRIN

YOU GET ALL

i
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iVegelable Soup
I
&
S4( ~ if ~
I Steakburger"I;I' 9":"
~

1

St. Cloir Chorge Plate ;.;

Rent Your Tuxedo Now For the
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i

*
'!P
t".
*
~ 0."(·
Featuring::
* Dress: Formal ~~.
Coronation of * ~ ~quirr ~lJop lilb
*- $3.00 per couple;
1966 Military *
Murdale Shopping Center

:

~

** ;i Free $20 Bill for guessing :.,
TNEMILITARY BALL i S the coldest temperature
January 28, 1966
* !: between 11 a.m. & 4 p.m. Ej
cordially invites the public
to attend

:
:

Soil Conservers
Will Meet Friday

~~

3 •• SERVICE
•

SMILES
QlJAUTY

Wee~-end;

::ON~TSI

44 (DOZ. !I

(Jan. 20-23)

i

I

30b's best coke donuts ~ad. fresh~
eoch ofternoon topped With chaco· !E
lote or white icing ond sprinkled ~
with nut·like crunch or chewy caco nut!
""

I
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ANOTHER TOUGH COURSE?

Daily Egyptian Editorial Page

Give Us the Man-God Coach
According [0 a report in
Sunday's Evansville Courier
and Press, a misinterpretation of the little word "future"
led to Oon Shroyer's resignation.
A friend of Shroyer was
quoted by the paper as saying
"Don was pl'omisedlOONCAA
scholarships when he came
here." An SIU administrator,
of course, denied this.
Last
December Shroyer
either knowingly or unknowingly put the kiss of death on
his coaching job here. He wa!;
quoted as saying "the school
must give us more help or
lower its standards."
Carmen Piccone, who preceded Shroyer to the throne,
made a similar quote three
years
ago and was also

promptly sent to pasture. caliber people should have an
A losing coach doesn't, have opportunity to come in here
many friends, and Shroyer is and be evaluated further."
no exception. He is the only
Elmer J. Clark, dean of the
SIU coach who can boast that College of Education, went
he coached losing teams this Boydston one better: "We're
academic year.
looking for someone who will
But before another unhappy give good leadership and keep
situation arises, the adminis- a high morale both on the field
tration should spell out public- and among all the coaches."
ly what it expects of the new
Now
what enterprising
coach, whoever he is, before young coach has the aforecoaching Southern football mentioned qualities and is at
teams becomes as hazardous the same time crazy enough
an occupation as managing the to accept?
Kansas City Athletics.
Joe Cook
Donald N. Boydston, athletic
director, has pointed out that
"we want a genrleman. Someone who will create a good
image and fit into our program. Anybody who applies
will be considered, and high To the editor:
I read in your paper and in
the Philadelpha Evening Bulletin (Jan. lO) that SIU was
picked as No. I in the Associated Press small college
poll.
would look, Mrs. Meyers, you
How is SIU (enrollment
would find that many times the 18,535, according to the Readtown and the University work er's Digest) a small school
together on community events. when St. Joseph's College (in
We are sure that such people Philadelpha) is ranked No. 4
as Guy Rexford Tugwell, Her- in large college poll? (Enrollbert Marshall, Marjorie Law- ment 5,335, same source.)
rence, John McHale, R. Buck- Ridicu!ous, huh?
minster Fuller, Ping-Cilia
May I also add that I agree
Kuo, Harry Moore, Harvey With Douglas Kopecky's stateFisher, Archibald McLeod, ment (Jan. 7) that the name
Herbert Fink, Peter Munch "Saluki" goes along with the
and Mordecai Gorelik, who theme of SIU. I think it would
have been recently, or cur- be absurd to drop "Saluki"
renrly on the SIU faculty and in favor of "Bulldog."
internationally recognized in
As I wrote in October, I
tneir fields. are not accus- think that you are doing a
tomed to being termed "lit- great job. Keep it up, although
tle, narrow ~ople who have I think you should have more
weasled tl'!eir way inroeduc.a- pictures of the school.
tion because they can't qualiI also enjoy Gus Bode.
fy for anything else."
Glenna Smith
Referring to your criticism
Springfield, Pa.
of the General Studies program-did you know that Yale
has a similar one? We'll bet
your Purdue liberal arts majors don't have 24 hours of
science as one of us does.
In regard to your criticism
of Carbondale's public ~chool
system, it is unfortunate that
lIot all parents have sired
We havr to tip our hat to
such exceptk,nally brilliant
William F. Constable, 35children as you have. Do you
year-old Bloomington man
expect schools to be specially
designed and staffed just for who has been selected as a
member of Phi Reta Kappa,
them?
America's oldest scholastic
If you feel that Carhondale society.
is stunting their intellectual
Five years ago constable,
growth (even though southern a
full-time employe at a
Illinois was the childhood Bloomington limestone quarhome of John Allen, Robert ry, decided that his life was
Lewis Taylor and Fred My- only a-"egetable" existenct:.
ers) we suggest that you send So he enrolled in Indiana Unithem
to private boarding versity to broaden his horischool"
where
they may zons. During his five-year
mingle with others who share university career he managed
their obviously extraordinary to support his wife and three
talents and segregate them children. He also compiled
from us commoners. How- a cumulative grade average
ever, it would be unfortunate of 3.95 out of a possible "A"
for them if they were to grow average of 4. He has received
up like you, merely complain- the Ford P. Hall prize ir.
ing and never constructin!!:. )!:overnment, an Lt!. FoundaWe two people are proud of tion grant and a merit scholarSit: and the town in which it ship. This year he was among
is loc'l.ted. It is :J town whose I.(~. stud('nts awarded "Little
people are not cOllcerned 500" scholarships.
mainly
with pc'rl'unal amCOlNtable'~ attitude shows
bition. Ir il' a town which ha" how a m:1O can mature in his
found pt.'ace not throu~h ap<lthy outlook. IlL' "av" hc had nt.'vor i~n{)rancl.-. hur rhrotl~h l"On- c'r intc'nlkd ['; ~(> to cnllL'~l'
lentmc'nt. ;\'lrs. \kVers. vou and rhat his main thnul!;h! in
would not he happy ,;nywbe're. hi):(h "chool was "to do :1" litbecause' for \'IlU and pl'ople tIt, as possibk :lnd ~c't out."
likt.· you, thl' ~ra:--;s i:-: l"on- """w hc' sa \'S he look" hack
sl'Ultly gfc'c'nt'r. Hur "incc' you ;'11 hours
in front of
fl'c·1 thar tlll'rl' is Ollc' placc' ft...' k'vi:-;il,11 -';t,t ~l:-; :J ··\"L'~t.'rahlc
which suits your purposl''';, WI.', L'xi~rl'[ll.'t.' .. ,t
too, wish you klJ :-:uYl'd in
\\'L' h"~'c' CIln:-:tahk"s c'xarnKokomo.
ph..- ;-;rif:-, tlih\..'r~ whn r'l.'rhap:,
think thc'" :Il',' ron old to~larl,

What~s

Small
InAP Poll?

SIU, Carbondale Are OK
In Eyes of Two Students
To the editor:
We are two students who
would like [0 reply to the
letter of Mrs. Meyers which
appeared last week in Ka. Vole
are getting damned tired ~ f
hearing srudents and others
complaining about Carbondale
and southern Illinois.
We must all remember that
the people of Southern Illinois
are, for the most part, second
and third generation ·\mericans whose fathers left their
native lands to find a new life.
Thev found One, all right, at
(he' bottom of a coal mine,
working so those who scorned
them and still scorn their offspril!g could have heat to live
comfortably.
Many of them never got beyond the sixth grade because
they had to go to work in the
mines to support their own
families. Gradually, the mines
began to close. Work was getting scarce. Many of the men
were sick because of poor
health conditions and having
coal dust fill their lun!!:s.
There was really no work then.
These people,lI:lrs. Meyers,
have been called the dregs
of humanity by you, but they
are, in reality, the salt of the
earth, and the meek shall inherit the earth.
As the years went by, southern Illinois became poorer.
But, as usual, when things look
the worst, a strange thing happened-a
great
university
came into being. It didn't happen overnight, but slowlywith lots of hard work, money,
and most important, dreams
that had to come true. It gave
the people of southern Illinois
jobs, industry, new stores and
a better erlucation. It gave
them a futu.t"e.
We have lived in Carbondale for four years and we
like it. The city has done the
best it could With what little
it has. Granted, it's not the
prettiest town in the count!'y,
but its beautiful trees, flowers, and growing University
seem to hide the scars of th('
years. We have many new
shops and stores thaI wercn'r
here four years ago. I'hefl'
are also new schools and rhey
are integra red.
As br as rhe t'IIi1-cr,.;iry
gees, we find it cultufally
satisfactory. True, it is nor
New York or Chica-:o, hut
there are at least thrce or
four concerts 8 week, sometimes two to thrc<.' Ipl'lur,..'s a
r.ight, plays, op0ras, workshops and ,'icminars. If you

35-Year-Old
Scores High
As Student
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StayskaJ. Chicago·s Ame-I"ican

Writer Differs With SDS
Over Organization's Goals
To the editor:

Nam should have its voice on
the matter just as the United
Plagued by naivete and a States has historically innumber of absurd general fluenced its neighbor to the
statements, Charles Bauman, south. Mexico.
in the Jan. 13 edition of this
Supposedly, the poor should
newspaper, sought [0 explain be allowed to run their own
to the reading public the basis programs although the 5tuand goals of an amalgam of dents for a DemocratiC 50'angry yeung men' and other ciety, [0 my knowledge, has
misinformed
(or
possibly never revealed its definition
misdirected) young people.
of who is poor and who is not.
Supposedly directed £0- The recent case on the Wiswards strengthening the stu- consin Indian reservation with
dents' collective bargaining. the VISTA volunteers has
power in the University; help- taught our federal government
ing rhe poor help themselves to beware of whom they define
(rhroulI't: the use of federal as poor and who needs relief.
funds, of course); working for
Thus, I disregard the other
an enlightened foreign policy statements in Mr. Bauman's
that casts aside notice of letter as abnormal reactions
American or foreign domes- of a young man or woman
ric tradition; and attempting entering a complex society,
EO reach a utopian locale of itself riddled with many re"common respect and decency cent and age-old problems.
among men."
One of the foremost of these
As usual with radical groups problems is how to continue
of rhis sort, the comradictions America on the road to a more
in theory and action tOO often effective democracy in a world
overshadow the baSic assump- where the word democracy ittions. Thus, they see fit to self has been related to as a
believe that South Viet Nam, sham and contorted to the
if the United States withdrew means of onecenaintheology,
would be free on its "own Communism.
road to destiny," remembering of course that North Vier
Michael A. Counre Jr.

Mexican Economic Growth
Keyed to Reducing Poverty
M E X IC0
CIT Y- While
Mexico may be enjoying unprecedented prosperity, poverty remains its greatest
problem.
According to the Christian
Family Movement, only threp.
Mexicans out of every 100
earn more than 5250 a month,
while half the population earns
less than S40 a month.
Banker l\lanuel I'alvicini
told a business group that industrv cannot develop until
more'l\lexicans become consumers. At present, he said.
20 per .:ent of the population supports the econom\' by
bu\'ing its products :111(( p:lyinp:
[axes.
lIe:ln of the' prohlem is
in rural :lre<\s WhL'f(' hal: r!'!·.'
pl'pu!ation Ih'e~. It is a~rved

national product went up at
least 6 per cent.
During 1965 some farmers
did exceptionally well While
others
suffered
severely.
They saw sharp declines in
world prices for their main
products:
cotton,
coffee,
sugar, wheat and corn.
While President Gustavo
Diaz Ordaz is concerned about
the farm problem, he did little ro <!ase it during his first
year in office. The biggest
step was a bill passed by Con)!ress prodding farmers with
social security and medical
C,lre.
l'aLl\'icini. in his speech,
"aid agriculture must be indu:-:tfializL'd if farmers are
en'r 10 IC:1d a h.::tter life.
Political!, this would be
{hat the c:o,Ternnlenr,os bi~~L"'st
joh i~ to 'make farming profit- diffkult. The 1'>10 rc\'olution
"ur of which modern \kxico
ahle.
At prcsc'n!, :l)!ricu\lurl' is t:\'oh't,.,d wa~ ha~t:d Llr'a!L'h
' .
slag!],Hinl!;. F.Jrm t:urpur in- upon di\'idin)!: th.:' L·lnd.
...' rt...·~J~\..'d ~I!l l ... ~rtm,:H'--ld r ..=; rt."'r
("t.:n~

in p.l~15 whUe the ~ro_-.:s
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Where Jackasses Once Lived

u.s. Continues Testing
Of Nuclear Weapons
By Frank Macomber
Copley News Service
JACKASS FLATS and YUCCA FLATS, Nev.The United States is conducting !! full-scale
nuclear weapons testing program and developing
a new family of warheads here at the Atomic
Energy Commission's Nevada Test Site-all
underground.
How does a name like Jackass Flats come to be
selected for an area where the United States is
developing atomic power for missiles and rockets?
The answer is that until the Atomic Energy
Commission and the National Aeronautics and
S pace Administration took over this l,350-squaremile area, herds of wild jackasses used to roam
the hills and the dusty valleys.
There wer·e wandering bands of Indians, here,
too-cattle rustlers. prospectors and cowboys.
But they're an gone now. But you can see the
tumbledown line shacks, crumbling rock houses
and smoke-blackened caves at this Nevada Test
Site 90 miles nonh of Las Vegas.
Replacing the ghosts of yesterday are the
trucks and equipment of the AEC and NASA and
.thousands of government employes, most of
whom commute every day from Las Vegas.
Once, a man could wander over this barren
land as far as hisnerveandwaterwouJd take him.
Today only those with AEC badges can set foot
on the test site, where the United States also
conducts its underground nuclear tests at nearby
Yucca Flats and tests atomic weapons systems.
AE C and the armed services participating in
the tests went underground in 1963 to abide by the
limited international nuclear test ban treaty which
confined atomic explosions to below the earth's
surface.
By mid-1965 there had been 226 nuclear
weapons tests at Yucca Flats. But until the
treaty was signed most of the shots were
detonated !rom towers at nearby Frenchman's
Flats, where this country's nuclear weapons
development program originated. Some, however, were exploded from balloons because they
were less costly than towers and because balloonmounted shots created less radioactive fallout than
tower shots.
Today,-- however, a variety of atomic test
weapons are fired from eight-foot-wide cores
drilled deep into the earth here. The depth varies
from a few hundred feet to several thousand
feet, according to Brig. Gen. Delmar Crowlson,
USAF, director of AEC's Division of Military
Applications.
There is a series of emergency procedures
available if fallout should occur. So far, however, there has been no incident offalloutdanger.

Gen. crowlson and James E. Reeves, manager
of AEC's Nevada operations office, point out that
the tremendous bursts of energy from atomic
devices might well be used some day to blast
new harbors or even dig out canals with a single
shot.
AEC began detonating underground atomic
blasts as eady as 1957, long before a limited
test ban treaty appeared on the horizon. Nevada
testing went almost wholly underground beginning
in September, 1961, following a moratorium which
lasted three years.
Four low-yield surface or near-surface atomic
bursts were fired in July, 1962. one of them as
part of a troop exercise. An other postmoratorium tests have been underground.

A HALF-MILLION-GALLON
LIQUID HYDROGEN TANK
Of the 226 atomic shots fired here since
1951, 84 were at various heights above ground,
three in shallow underground positions so craters
could be formed for study, and 139 deep underground so little or no radioactivity reached the
atmosphere.
The above-ground shots included 35 tower
detonations, 23 balloon shots and 19 air drops.
Five others were fired near the earth's surface.
one from a 280 mm cannon and another by an
air-to-air missile.
Britain has tested three of its nuclear devices
at the site.
AEC officials never tire of digging into the
history of this land. There is a site archaeologist,
Frederick C. Worman, a biologist and anthro-

OLD STAGECOACH RELAY STATION ON THE
ATOMIC E,iERGY COMMISSION'S TEST SITE.

pologist for the Los Alamos, N.M., Scientific
Laboratory. He spends a lot of his time at rhe
test site. The Los Alamos Laboratory is one of
three SCientific laboratories conducting atomic
weapons research here.
AEC or NASA employes who rUll across
anifacts of the past during their work in the field
usually deliver them to Worman.
Indian graves and long-abandoned mining camps
are posted by the AEC. There are fines and
imprisonment for disturbing these relics of
another era. The Preservation of Antiquities
Act of 1906 reads like this:
"Any person who shall appropriate, excavate,
injure or destroy any historic or prehistoric
ruin or monument, or any object of antiquity,
situated on lands or controlled by the government of the United States • • • shall, upon conviction, be fined a sum of not more than $500
or be imprisoned for a period of not more than
90 days. or both:'
Worman likes to take visitors to see Indian
petroglyphs (carvings and iriscriptions on rocks),
a prospector's cave in Cat Canyon, the old
mining townsite of Wahmonie, Cane Spring, Tippipah Springs and a fish fossil bed.
The prospector's cave was last knoWl1 to have
been occupied in 1925. PIe date was established
from a Saturday Evening Post page fragment found
in the cave.
The petroglyphs indicate that Indians, too,
must have inhabited (he cave long before.
Little remains of the ghost town of Wahmonie,
where 1,000 people lived for about three months
in 1928 during a silver rush that didn't pan
out. A few mine shafts are left, along with rusted
rin cans and the carcass of a Model T. Ford.
A legend has it that only a bootleg saloon keeper
ever made any money around Wahmonie.
The stagecoach relay house, built of rock,
still stands at Tippipah Springs, though one
corner of the two-room structure has fallen
and the dirt floor has been dug up by treasure
seelcers. Not far from the springs, Indian arrowhead chips can be found after the rains wash
them free.
Today, however, an area sceeped in the legends _
of the West is a place w!>.,.re the awesome power
of the atom is being harul;!ssed.
While AEC and military officials here have
snapped down the tightest security about the
development of new atomic warheads, it is obvious
from talking with them that the U.S. is developing a whole new family of military devices.

t
THIS CLOUD RISING FROM TIlE EARTH PORTRAYS A
GRAPHIC PICTURE OF THE POWER OF THE ATOM.

HERE IS THE 325-FOOT-DEEP CRATER. 1.800 FEET WIDE.
RIPPED OUT BY AN ATmllC DETONATION.
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"If SIU Had Drinking Classes
Would Southern Comfort Result?
By Larry Lorenz
"If the ocean were whisky
••• : ' they used to sing deep
in the recesses of Thompson
Woods. But that way way back
in 1966, before students were
taught to drink with savoir
faire.
It began quietly enough,
shortly alter a Harvard University psychiatrist, Dr. Morris Chafetz, delivered his
now-famous lecture, "Alcohol
and Food in Health and Disease:' at the New York Academy of Sciences. That was
on Jan. 12, 1966.
VL. Chafetz proposed that
youths be given group instruction in social drinking from
grade school through college.
Watered-down sherry for the
tots to-well, name your poison, for college students. Such
a program would help combat
alcoholism and drink-related
social problems, CJtaretz said.
Instruction would include
lectures on the benefits of
light drinking and how to drink
slowly-With feeling, presumably-in the presence of
others. There would be laboratory sessions in practice
drinkinl/:.
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WINTER
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SPORTS COATS
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Where The Better
Dressed ~Ian Originated

THAT'S WHAT I CALl. A FINAL
The idea burst upon SIU
like a soaring champagne
cork. An SIU administrator,
eager for an educational novelty to take the place of the
fading New Math, introduced
a GSB course, Inrroduction to
Social Drinking.
Meeting at the cocktail hour
in an Old Main seminar room
(later moved to Shryock Auditorium), freshmen were taught
that there are other drinks
besides the «7-7," that much
pleasure is to be had from
drinking even when it is unaccompanied by vandalism.
that the pinky is extended
delicately and unosrentatiously
when sipping Bordeaux Rouge
from a Louis XIV goblet.
It was when the class grew
to 2,500 at a sipping that advanced courses were added.
In Home and Family there
was The Cocktail Hour at
Home. Instructional Materials
inrroc!uced Imbibing Appurtenances for the Secondary
School Teacher. Chemistry
classes examined Proportions in Martinis and Manhattans. Clothing and Textiles
covered Advanced Cigarette
Burns.
The resulting confusion was
predictab!e. There were seldom enough sections to go
around. Students were unable
to develop a weU-mixed program. Finally, after a sectioning dupervisor was pelted
with marinated herring when
he announced only an hour
after registration began that
a n sections of Oral Communication at the Cocktail Party

were closed, a Department
of Social Drinking was begun.
Credit is given to the first
chairman of the department,
Mrs. Supercilious P. Bustly,
former evils chairman of the
WCTU, for righting the wrongs
that accrued to, as it were,
spreading the gin so thin
across so many disciplines.
New courses were added, allowing students to specialize
in such areas as afternoon
liquers for the lonely housewife, the executive eye-opener
and the quick belt.
Under her direction. a new
building (modestly named for
Dr. Chafetz) was opened. It
furnished classroom space for
10,000, with additional seating
in its numerous plush labora[Qries. An M.S.D. was offered, then an S.D.D.
It was grand. No more
drunken 17 -year-old freshmen; no more drunken 25year-old re~urning sophomores. The position of assistant dean of men was abolished
and the incumbent assigned to
teach a course in Socioeconomics and the Beer-drinking
Honda Driver.
"Who would have thought an
academic course could draw
more of an audience than a
football game-oi' a Sunday
Seminar:' an SIU official said
recently. "Besides, now we're
turning out thousands of students each year who are finalIy able to cope with the world.
That certainly wasn't true
back in 1966."
It certainly wasn't-back in
1966.

Business Research Journal
Has Circulation of Over 3,000
Business Perspectives, a
quarterly publication of the
~IU Bureau of Business Research. now has a Circulation
of more than 3,000 in the
United States and 23 foreign
countries.
The publication has received national and international
recognition as an
authoritv in its field-the
studies -and analYl'is of problems which hamper normal
business growth in Cities.
John M. Fohr, associate
professor and editor of the
publication. said the studies
are concerneo with wh2t
people want and how a business can fulfill this desire
efficiently.

Wood
River, Herrin and
Granite City.
Fohr said the publication is
ordered by all accredited universities in the United States.
a number offoreign countries,
and industries, merchants and
teachers.

Anthropologist
Will End Series

Sidney Mintz, professor of
anthropology from Yale University, will present his third
and final lecture in a series
given on the SIll campus from
II a.m. to 1 p.m. today in
the Home Economics Lounge.
Topic for today's lecture
is ";\Ien, Women, Trade and
,\mong the areas where the Development." FollOWing the
publication's staff hag con- lecture an open discu,:;sion will
dueted studies rec~ntly are be held.
Shop With

DAILY EGyPTIAS
Advertisers

The s~ries is sp,;nsored by
the Latin American Institute
and the Departments of So<:iolo~y and :\nthropology.
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Ticket Sale to Open for Greek Comedy
The Southern Players will
begin accepting mail order
reservations for tickets to
I<Lysistrata" on Thursday.
The box office at the Playhouse will open for regular
ticket sale on Jan. 27. The
play. a Greek comedy involving a group of wives going on
a sex strike as a protest to
war, will open on Feb. 3.
',";
Christian Moe. director of
the play, feels the Aristophanea comedy is a timely
~~L~;~;;Ii1I:=i selection because of the as-

I:!!iiiiall
!

pects of war involved in the
plot.
Yvonne Westbrook is cast
in the title role of the play
which will run through Feb. 6
and again from Feb. 10 to 13.
Pam Worley is cast as the
leader of the women's chorus
and John Callahan will be.the
leader of the men's chorus.
There are 34 persons in
the cast.
STUDENT SAILINGS

TO EUROPE
N.Y. to Rotterdam

Will
Meet Today
SIU
Republicans
The SIU Young Republ1cans
will

;j~~~~§~~~~~!~~;!~~~

meet

in

$155

the ACtiVity

MINIMUM I·WAY

FOR INFORMATIOloi

ter
at 7:30
p.m.
today. CenRooms
of the
University
A previously scheduled joint
meeting with the Jackson

B&A

TRAVEL SERVICE

A.L.BOWENCH~DREN'SCENTE"R~
____________. .______~c~o:u~n~t:y~y~o:un2g~R~e_p_ub_l_ica
__n_s_h_a_s.!:7:JS:A::S:.:U:N:IV::E:RS:I:T:Y::9:.1:8:6~3
,
been cancelled.

Grad Students Help
Retarded Children
By Jack Roberts
Remember the retarded
child of yesterday?
He had subnormal intelligence and was a pitiful sight
wearing diapers at age 15.
Later he became an emotional
and financial burden on his
parems. He was always kept
out of sight because "he was a
little different."
Until recently little has been
done to combat mental retardation, which affects about six
million Arne ricans. Now,
chiefly with impetus from the
Joseph P. Kennedy Foundation, research programs into
the causes of mental retardation are being developed.
Graduate students from SIU
are helping stage and direct
such studies at the A. L.
Bowen Children's Center in
Harrisburg.
The only certainty about
some of the research programs is that projects hinge
around "behavior managemem," according:o Dr. William C. Daly, programexecutive at the center.
The five-building complex,
adjacent to Illinois 13 about
40 miles east of Carbondale,
is not open on a limited basis.
It was named in honor of a
former Springfield newsman
and director of the Department
of Public Welfare. The center
is developing research, education and training programs
for retarded persons between
six and twenty years of age.
A planning session with representatives from the Division
of Mental Retardation and SIU
was held recently. Attending
the meeting from SIU were
David Ehrenfreund, professor of psychology; John O.
Anderson, director of the
Communications Media Services Division; Thomas E.

Jordan, professor of educational psychology and guidance; and Edward S. Sulzer.
associate professor in the Rehabilitation Institute.
The center works With those
regarded as mildly retarded.
"These children withl.Q:s
above 50 are regarded as
educable." Dr. Albert J. Shafter. superintendent of the centel, said. "The moderately
retarded-with I. Q:s between
30 and 50 - are considered
trainable."
A rehabilitation training
practicum began this fall for
three SIU graduate students.
Other programs will be developed for special education
teachers, psychology students
and speech and hearing students.
The students use one-way
mirrors to see classroom and
recreational situations. They
also observe the residents
in their dormitories.
Students enrolled in the fall
term rehabilitation practicum
spent a day a week at the
center, according to John M.
Johnson, an instructor in the
Rehabilitation Institute.
"An advantage of being in
the first training program was
that no set pattern existed
for us to follow," said Glenn
M. Moreton, a student from
Mount Vernon. "We more or
less devised our own practicum. u

Two other students working
on master's degrees are enrolled in the program. They
are Elsie A. Thomas, of Carroll. Iowa. and Jerry E.
Boyer. of Harrisburg, Pa.
"Basically we are concerned with the vocational rehabilitation of the reSidents."
Boyer said.
Miss Thomas added that
they weren't concerned with
placement alone, but with the
total program.
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$12 8illion Requested for War
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WASHINGTON (AP)
President Johnson urged Congress
Wednesday to vote
promptly an additiol1al $12.75
billion for more fighting men,
munitions and economic weapons to defeat communism in
South Viet Nam and Southeast
Asia.
Democr!."ic House leaders
said Johnson will get his wish
for swift action. Republicans
leaders cailed for careful
hearings, but indicated support. Secretary of Defense

Robert S. McNamara will start
testifying Thursday before
senators in secret.
Johnson pledged to "continue to press on every door"
for a peaceful settlement. At
the
State
Department, a
spokesman said «the other
side has shown no interest"
in talking.
"We hope the aggression
will end; we must be prepared
if it does not," the President
said in a letter transmitting
his second extra money re-

Peking Want. War

Moscow Challenged
To Provoke U.S.
BY WILLIAM L. RYAN
AP Special Correspondent
Red China, its words sounding more bellicose all the
time, appears to have challenged Moscow to risk a trip
to the brink of war With the
United StateR if it wants to
prove it really supports the
Communists in Viet Nam.
An insistent note in antiSoviet propaganda from Pek!ng hints that the Russians
coldly rejected a Peking demand that Moscow provoke a
major criSiS, a second front
in EUl"ope-in Berlin for example -as a diversion which
could tie up sizable l'.S. militarv forces.
S·uch a proposal may have
been made to Alexander N.
Shelepin, the Soviet (;ommunist parry's No. 2 leader, durin~ his stopover in Peking on
hi'" \Vii\, home from Norrh Viet
Nam la"t w~'ek.
The Stalin and Khrushchev
eras demonstrated that when
the
Kremlin considers it
neces"ary, it can almost at
will provoke a major confrontation with the United States
over divided Berlin.
.lust after Shelepin left Peking, People's Daily, official
paper of the Chinese Communil'lts, reported pointedly
that
U.S. troops had been
transferred from F.urope to
Viet Nam. This was carried

under a headline: "Tacit Soviet-U.S. understanding on
peaceful coexistence on the
Western front."
If She Ie pin was assigned
to seek a new avenue to unity
of effort with Peking, his mission seemed fruitless. On the
day he left Peking, People's
Daily demanded to know any
who claimed to love justice
could «look on idly while the
U.S. aggressors are killing
and burning."
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Saigon Arrests
'Coup Plotters'
SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(A P)- The Vie t n am e s e
military security has arrested
a number of army officers,
apparently all of junior rank,
for
an
alleged plot
to
overthrow the government,
usually reliable sources said
Wednesday night.

SAIGON, Sourh Viet Nam
(AP)-i\\isgivings about continuance of President Johnson's peace offensive were
evident in Saigon Thursday
even as the lunar new year's
eve brought the promise of
another short-term lull in the
Vietnamese war.
Savagery of a Viet Cong attack on a refugf'e camp for
2,UOO Vietnamese e2rlv
Wednel'ldav cast a I'lhadowove~
holiday ce·lebrations.
Thirty-three persons were
killed, 54 wounded and nine
men kidnaped in the predawn
raid on the outskirts of Tam
Ky. a province capital :!50
mill''' northeast of Saigon. The
guerrillas mangled bodies of
rhe dead, set thatched huts
afire and "c<lttered leaflets
denouncing 1'.S. operations as
a "dirty war of aggn..'ssion
again~,t
th<.' people of Viet
Nam.
According to thp n..'"r :1Vailahle information. high-level
rhin!<ing within th" I' .S. F mbassv and militarv was in line
With" a helief (~f Premier
Nguyen Cao Ky that a "teppedup war effon i!' the onlv logical hope of getting the" Co~
munist" to a conference table.
Reliahle source;;; said ,\mhassador Ilcnry Cabot I,odge
WelS amoll~ ,\meriGln" who

would like to see heavy air
raids resumed against North
Viet Nam just as soon as the
lunar new year holidays end
next week. The suspension of
these raids was in its 27th
day.
The White House position is
that the question of possible
resumption of the bombings
"is a matter for continual review and assessment." Press
secretary Bill D. i\loyersemphasized that in commenting
in Washington on a published
report that Johnson had promised Rritish Prime Minister
Harold Wilson he would continue the bombing pause until
after Wilson's trip to i\loscow
13te in Februarv.
Whatever the·outlook for the'
long haul, the Viet Cong proclaimed a four-day ceasefire for the holiday;;;, called
fer, at II p.m. (10 a.m. EST)
Wedn,~sday. And South Viet
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Nam's armed forces and their
allies planned to follow suit
at noon Thursday (11 p.m.
EST) Wednesday for a :-8hour period ending at 6 p.m.
Sunday.
The lunar new year, based
on an old Chinese calendar
still widely followed in the
Orient, arrives with the new
r.l00n Fridav.
The Viet Cong's truce offer
said nothing about the alliesthe Americans, Australians,
New Zealanders and South Koreans-and U.S. GIs remained
on full alert. One intelligence
source said hard information
had been received that the
guerrillas were conferring no
immunity on Americans.
Reports from the field indicated an easing of hostilities before the Viet Cong deadline, though these were in
some cased delayed for hours
in transit.

Another Era of Nehru Opens
As Indians Pick New Leader

Dance Friday Afternoon
to live music!
Rock and Roll Band

beau Iy salon
by appointlOf'nt or

Next to the Lunency ExchanQe

-Increasing
the
armed
forces by 113,000 men to a
new strength of 3,093,000 and
adding 94,000 civilians to the
Pentagon payroll which then
will
approach
1.1 million
worker,;:.
One major new military unit
will be
formed,
possibly
another division. Officials refused to provide a breakdown
of the 113,000 added men, although it is known the great
bulk will go into the Army
and Marine ground forces.
-More than 2,000 newhelicopters. The copter is a major factor in the Viet Nam
war.

War in Viet Nam Is Off Again
But Uneasy Lull Causes Doubts

NEW DELfII, India (APll'shering in a new era of
Nehru rule, 1'.lrs.IndiraGandhi
pledged Wednesday as
prime minist('r to follow the
poliCies of nonalignment and
socialism of her famous father, Jawaharlal i\:ehru.
The imm('nse prohlems of
India fell on the shoulders of
the widowl,d :\lrs. Gandhi when
the Con)!:ress party elecred her
to
leadership over \Iorarji
Desai, head Ilf the conserV3tivl' wing, 3:;5-16<).

Campus

1. The excise tax on new
autos, waich went down from
7 to 6 per cent Jan. I, would
go back to 7.
2. The telephone tax, reduced from 10 to 3 per cent
,)n the same date, would be
restored to 10 per cer.L.
3. Corporate income tax
colle~tions would be speeded
up, and a graduated system
of withholding levies on individual incomes would put higher bracket indiViduals on a
more of a pay-as-you-earnbasis.
The military requests asks,
among other things, for;

Savagery at Arm's Length

All STYLES

rg~~ [B1ill~

quest this fiscal year to support the widening U.S. military and economic campaign in
Viet Nam.
Simultaneously. the President was asking Congress for
early action on tax law changes
designed to bring in an extra
$4.8 billion in the next year.
The new appropriation prov ides $12.3 billion for military
preparedness and $415 million
for various <'country building" economic projects, particularly civilian-based programs to bring economic and
social betterment to the peasants vi Viet Nam, Thailand
and Laos.
There is little opposition to
the new appropriatiol1 but objections were voiced in both
parties to tax changes.
The changes wQuld include;

the finest in
(Work done while you wail)

Settlemoir's
Across from the ~arsitl'

We dye SATIN shoes:

As party leader, the woman
who was schooled in politics
by her prime minister father
will take over next week from
Guizari LaI i\:anda. i\:anda has
been acting prime minister
since we death of La I Bahadur
Shastri Jan. 11. :'>:anda resigned but was a;;;h·d tr, Cllntinue in office until \Irs. Gandhi, 48, take;;; o\'er.
\Irs. Gandhi t"ld a news
conference she [.1\'"rec! I' n:;;;ident Johnson's Viet :'>:Jm p(,.1ce
offensi\'l'. She said "he supported an~ ml"'(' f' 'r p('dCe
31l\'wher('.
:,\skc'd wh('th('r :"he' c'n\'is'l)!E.'d ::my impnrrant chJn)!.:'s
in Shastri·" .I, ,mestic Jm! f, ,re'ign p"[ icie~. \1 rs. C,nc'hi replk'd;
"\Ir. Sh..lstri \\as l'untinuin!! the' b.1;::ic p"lh.:ie>' I,f my
fath~'r .Intl the Jccepted policies IIf the Cl)n~rc'ss party. I
C,lnnnt naturall\' de\·iJte fr"m
th~' pol icies ",h·ien h.1\'(' h~'C'n
p..lssed by our party.
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'I THOUGHT I SHOT HIM DEAD LAST YEAR'
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Memories of Cold Day

Kennedy Voice Still Ringing;
It Was His Only Inaugural

Sta]l's~al.

Chicago's American

Atom Device Search
Denied by Air Force
MADRID, Spain (AP)-U.S.
Air
For c e
detachments
Wednesday were collecting
every scrap of wreckage to
be found from the B52 bomber and KC 135 tanker that
collided and crashed Monday.
Their activit v touched off reports that t'he bomber had
carried nuclear devices,
U.S. Air Force officials declined to confirm these reports and saId the salvage activity, under the direction of
Maj. Gen. Delmar E. Wilson.
was intended to get material
to build a mock-up of the
planes for investigation of thE:
causes of collision,
The pieces found on the
scene, near Almeria, 260
miles southeast of Madrid on
the Mediterranian COz.st, were
being flown to Torrejon where
a special investigating team is
building the mock-up.
•
The Air Force announced
that three more bodies were
found Wednesday, bringing the
crash toll to seven. Four
crewmen aboard the B52 survived the crash and were reported in good condition at

Navy Too Loses
Nuclear Device
J"CKSONVIl.LE, Fla. (AP)
-A
nuclear device was
dropped and dented aboard a
guided missle frigate at Mayport Naval Station Wednesday
night, an unofficial source reported.
The only official comment
by a Navy spokesman was that
"an accident involving classified ordinance material occurred on the l]SS Luce about
2 p.m. Wednesd<iY. There isno
danger of an explosion or contamination. However, routine
precauti(,ns are being taken
in the interest of safety:'
r;emolition
teams
were
rushed to the northeast Florida base at the mouth of the
5t. Johns River.
The frigates Luce and Farragut, among several ships at
\fayport, a,e equipped with
Terrior surface-tn-air missiles.
Capt . .1.5. Swope, commanding officer at :-'fayport, saici
the dev ice fell sen'ral feet
while !)eing handkd abov~ deck
nn the l.uc"e.
Ut' said he had not been
given authnritv tn say whether
or nllt it was a nuclear device, However, when questioned specifically. he said:
"I can sav it is classified
ordinance materiaL"
He said the d('vice was so
constructed that an explosion
would have been impossible.

Torrejon Air Force Hospital.
A spokesman of the 16th
Air Force reconfirmed the
continuing investigation but
would nor com ment on reports
that on-the-scene searchers
were looking for atomic devices the bomber may have
carried.
Spanish civil guardS had
closed off the area of the
crash scene near the Mediterranean coast to prevent onlookers from interfering With
the investigation, Spanish
sources said. The V.S. Air
Force units at the scene were
using the Spanish air base at
San Javier as heaJquarters.

WASHINGTON CAP)-Five
years ago today men with
plows and flame throwers finished removing a great snow
from the Capitol Plaza and
a young, vibrant voice rang
out from the inaugural stand:
"My fellow Americans: Ask
not what your country can do
for you-ask what you can do
for your country:'
MemOries flood back ofthat
first. and only, inauguration
of President John F. Kennedy:
Of the biting blizzard the
night before that tied traffic
in knots; of bonfires lit in an
attempt to that the surface of
the mall along which Kennedy
drove to the gala; of the bright
sunshine but 20-degree cold of
inauguration day; of the old
poet, the late Robert Frost.
blinded by the sun. unable to
read a specially written poem.
falling back on a poem he
knew by heart. "The Gift Outright:'
"The land was ours before
we were the land'S." he reCited.
Then. beginning at 12:52
p.m •• the new president spoke.
reminding the nation that it is
heir to the revolution for freedom begun by the forebears.
"Let the word go forth from

Shop With

Daily Egyptian
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this
timealike.
and place,
to friend
and foe
that the
torch •
has been passed to a new generation of Americans."
History will judge how far.
up to now. the nation has
progressed toward the goals
delineated by Kennedy.
"Let us never negotiate out
of fear." he said. "But let us
never fear to negotiate:'
Kennedy's successor seeks
now to carry forward that policy in Viet Nam, with what results none can foretell.

Austrailian Leader
Will Step Down
CANBERRA. Australia CAP)
-Sir Robert MenZies. Australia's prime minister forthe
last 16 years. is stepping
down and a close associate is
expected to take over. The associate is Treasurer Harold
Holt.
Menzies. 71.theseniorgovemment chief of the British
Commonwealth did not disclose in his announcement
Wednesday whether he also intends EO give up his seat
in Parliament.
He is expected to announce
the date of his retirement
at a meeting today.

Advertisers
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INSURANCE

Insurlt with the aldest and
largest
cycle
insurance
campany in thlt U.S.A. and
get mare far yaur dollar!
Check our low rotu before
you inylt,.t in '::yde Insur.
anclt!

SPEEDE SERVICE
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Carbondale _ _ 457.5421

De Gaulle Ellraged:
CIO(lk alltl Dagger
Left Stillkillg Trnil
PARIS CAP)--P r esi dent
Charles de Gaulle shook up
the French secret service
Wednesday because the unsolved kidnaping of a Moroccan leftist leader has besmirched his regime.
The case broke Oct. 29 when
Mendi Ben Barka, chief of
leftist opposition to King Hassan II of Morocco was kidnaped in Paris. He has not
been seen since, and presumably has been murdl.'::-ed.
It first appeared to) be a
case of Moroccans senIing
scores on French soil. Then
it was disclosed that two
French police officers were
involved in the abduction. The
trail led into police headquarters and into the secret service.
De Gaulle, reported by informed sources to be enraged
at police complicity and distressed at the diplomatic implications, ordered the security shakeup which was announced after a Cabinet meeting.
The sec ret serv icc. concentrated on counterespionage,
was transferred from Premier Georges Pompidou's direct responsib ility. It now will
report to the Ministry of nefense. I(s chief, Gen. Paul
Jacquier, is being retired. i\
Cabinet spf)kc~man said Jacquier alreadv was overage, but
it seemed clear the Ben Barka
case was responsible for the
retirement.
From its outset-a daylight
kidnaping on the Left Bankthrough rumors of police plotting, a presumed murder and
one declared suicide, the Ben
Barka case has been splashed
on the front pages of French
newspapers.

Daily Egyptian Classified ads
pack a big wallop.
Just one dollar places a classified ad of 20 words
into a whopping big audience ••• well over 20,000
people clJringthe regular school year. A giant
summer audience too. It stands to reason that if you
oov~ sOrTlllthing to buy, sell, rent or trade - from
automobiles to houses to part tim-;l typing - your best
bet is to advertise in the Daily Egyptian. Count on
quick. efficient results though ••• the sa classified
a:ls pack a b:g wallop.
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GSSelf-Advising
To Begin Jan.3)

We've Expanded
And Moved the

Framing Department
Up Front in

Our Big New Store

Lloyd's
Murd aleSho ppingCe nfe r

Self-advisement is possible for all General Studies
students who do not wish to
carry 18 hours and have met
the following requirements:
1. Cnmpleted at least 28
bours of classes.
2. Are In good standing
scholastically.
3. Have earned all credits
at SIU or have resolved all
problems of evaluation of credits f:lom another school.
Self-advisement will begin
Jan. 31 in the General Studies'
self-advisement room, on the
the second floor of the Universitv Center.

BETWEEN BOOKS
TAKE A SHAKE-BREAK AT THE MOO & CACKLE
PRESIDENT MORRIS GETS FIRST TICKET-Charles F. Milewski,
executive officer of the Arnold Air Society, presents President
Delyte W. Morris with the first ticket to the annual Air Force ROTC
Military Ball which will be held Jan. 28 in the University Center
Ballroom.
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SIU Cooks Supply
Tons for the Tummy
By John Goodrich
How many tons of food a
year does it talee to feed SIU?
This question is not easy
to answer, for just the weekly
consumption of foodstuffs at
Lentz. Trueblood. and Woody
Halls and the t:Jniversity Cen:E:r can run into tonnage
figures.
For example. Lentz Hall at
Thompson Point recently took
in a shipment of 21 carcasses
of beef for its butcher shop,
which also serves the other
residence hall areas.
With each side of beef
weighing about 400 pounds,
this means that the SIU residence halls are consuming just
this one type of meat at a rate
of about two tons per week!
Although the figure for meat
consumption at LE!ntz varies
from week to week because
there is no set day to repeat
a certain meal, about five tons
are downed every week by the
T.P. reSidents.
At one meal, 1,250 hungry
people eat 1.700 hamburgers
at Lentz. and this requires

;~!6ac::!~s O:IlbUt~~'s:oh~~
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burgers, it takes a good portion of 300 gallons of white
and chocolate milk.
For dessert, the residence
halls patrons occasionally get
ice cream from Lentz's new
ice cream maker, which is
food production manager
Carol Koehler's pride and joy.
The machine can zip out the
frozen dessert into four-ounce
cups at a rate of nearly 2.000
an hour, if the dial is set high
enough.
At University Park's Trueblood Hall cafeteria, known as
the "Square:' assistant food
service manager Ina Belle
Zimmerman is weI! satisfied
with the revolutiOnary
"scramble system" for picking up food on trays.
The system, which allows
students to shop where service
is best at the moment, thus
eliminates lines _ a boon
hitherto I.Inknown to SIU students.
By scrambling, up to 400
students can be served in as
little as 15 minutes. UniversHv Park residents may well
reach this figure shortly, because plans are to serve 1,850
students next vear.
H ~e ue~~ hm ~g~

five inches in length, then
University
Park students
gobble up nearly two miles of
them in one quarter!
At Woody Hall. only 400
girls are served in the
cafeteria, but they keep food
production manager Edythe
Clark pretty busy. Canned
goods at Woody are stored in
three girl-sized rooms in the
south wing.
The operation that boss man
John Rehder supervises at the
University Center is considerbly different than the
residence halls cafeterias.
Rehder, who is food production manager from Slater
Food Service, says that each
week nearly 16.000 students
are served food or drink at the
Center's Oasis snack shopalmost equal to the number
of stu den t s enrolled at
Southern.
The Center is also called on
to cater banquets of many
different sizes in its ballrooms, River Rooms, and
Renaissance Room. '~We'll
even serve only one person
for a banquet if he wants it
bad eno~gh," Re~der S~id.
produc.1Dg and distributmg
all of thiS food at SIU takes
an enormo~s. numhE;r of srudent and ~lv~1 service workers•. Chns.tma ~. Richart.
admmistrauve dIrector of
Residence Halls Food Service. recalls thedaysl2years
ago when SIU had only 3,500
e~rolled, and cafeterIa serVlce at Woody Hall ~as the
largest food operanon on
campus.
.
Today there are approxlmately 200 student workers at
the reside~ce hall cafeterias,
and there IS a need for more
at each of them. There are
also 114 civil service workers
involved in cafeteria service.
Assuming that a.studenteats
roughly three to five pounds of
food in three meals a day ~lus
snacks, the total amo~nL of
~ood he consu~es at SflJ dur~ng the acad.emlc year.'exclu~
IDP; overweight vacation pen?ds, comes out to a staggerIDg one-half ton.
Of course some students,
notably the married ones, the
wrestlers and some other
special groups probably don't
come close to five pounds
each day. e\'en if the intake of

~ilim~~dw~He~ded.
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Wind Quintet
Will Perform
In St. Louis
Faculty Wind Quintet win
give a guest concert at Fontbonne College in St. Louis,
at 8 p.m. Sunday.
The ensemble, compose t of
Will Gay Bottje, flute; George
A. Hussey, oboe; Robert S.
Resnick, clarinet; George Nadaf, frencb horn; and Lawrence J. Intravaia, bassoon,
will repeat the program here
at 8 p.m. Jan. 2; in Davis
Auditorium in the Wham Education Building.
The group will play .. Allegro and Arioso for Five
Wind In,lltruments (1942)" by
Ingolf Dabl; Anton Reicha's
Wind Quintet in B flat major.
"cassazione" by Mozart and
a 1955 quintet by David
Diamond.
Bottje. associate professor
of theory and composition, has
more than 50 published compositions to his credit. a
number of them in the new
field of electronic music. His
"Quests of Odysseus" had its
premiere performance in
Athens. Greece, attheopening
of the Hellenic - AmerIcan
Union Building.
Hussey, who joined the SIU
music faculty in 1963. was
formerly principal oboist with
the St. Louis Symphony and
was an oboe instructor at
Washington University.
Resnick, associate professor of music, spent nine
months of last year in advanced study and research in
H 0 11 and, Switzerland and
France.
Nadaf was french horn
player with the New York
City Ballet from 1959 until
he joined the music faculty
as instructor in french horn
last fall.
Intravaia, associate professor of music, has had a
number of his arrangements
published. including Ravel's
"Pavane for a Dead Infant"
and 18th century marches by
Haydn and Bach.

Hohn Will· Address Math Colloquium
Franz E. Hohn, professor include two textbooks, numermathematics at the Uni- ous research papers and proversity of Illinois. will ad- fessional reports.
dress the mathematics colloThe colloquium address will
quium at 4 p.m. today in
Room 205 of the Wham Education Building.
His topic will be "What
Is an Automaton?"
Hohn has researched and
published extensively in the
areas of switching and autoSOe
mate theory. and higher algebra and geometry with digital
applications. His publications
oj

Have You Tried Our
Armorgloss Spray Wax?
only

Murdale Shopping Center
Botany Chairman
Named to Council

WIN UP TO
$100 PER DAY!

Robert H. Mohlenbrock,
chairman of the Department
of Botany. has been named a
member of the executive council of a newly formed taxonomy
organization, Colloquium on
Systematics.
The purpose of this organization is to bring together
instructors and students of
taxonomy in order to keep
them informed of current research in systematics. Institutions within a 300-mile
radius of St. Louis have been
invited to participate.
The initial meeting was held
Dec. 8 at St. Louis University.
The second meeting of the
group will be held May 14-15
on the Carbondale campus of
SIU. Nearly 200 persons are
expected to attend.
Students attending [he first
meeting with Mohlenbrock
were Carl W. Bollwinkel.
Thomas S. Elias, Treveua
F. Harrline. Kenneth L. Weik
and Richard P. Wunderlin.
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per car

Rocket Car Wash

SIU Group A.ttends
Language Meeting
A group from the Department of English attended the
annual c.:mference of the
Modem Language Association
in Chicago on Dec. 27. 28 and
29.
Those attending the meeting
from SIU were Robert D.
Faner, chairman of the department, Harry T. Moore.
David Vieth. Sidney Moss. all
professors; Earle Stibitz.
Howard W. Webb Jr•• John C.
Gardner, Edmund L. Epstein,
Mark R. Hillegas. Charles
Parish, associate professors;
Robert Mortenson, Frank D.
Adams, Ted E. Boyle, John
Howell, assistant professors;
and Betty L. Mitchell and Paul
Schlueter. instructors.

follow a coffee hour to be held
at 3 p.m. in the office of
the Department of Mathematics. 409 W. Mill St.

PH. 9-4221
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Wood Pattern. by lohn Richarmon

Creative
Cameramen

Pill. by lim FelanaaR

When Walter Craig told members of
one of his classes in intermediate photography to use their imaginations to create
special effects. the results were interesting and sometimes surprising. The photographs shown here are just a few of those
submitted by the imaginative young men
in the class.

Fly by Randy Clarlc

Light Po lIern s by Richard Sandf>rlf
Shattered Glass by Jf'illi~m H riff
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African Penal Officials
Finish Crime Study
Eight prison officials from
Tanzania and the Somali Republic, East Africa, will graduate from a special crime
and correctiOll3 course at noon
Friday. The presentation will
be held at a luncheon in the
River Rooms of the University Center.
Those graduadng have completed an IS-week course at
the Center for the Study of
Crime, Delinquency and Correction. Robert Jacobs, dean
of the International Services
Division. will award certificates to the following indi-

ROBERT JACOBS

vi duals from Tanzania: John
B. Kasidi. assistant superintendent of prisons; Peter L.
Mzena, chief prison officer;
Chad P. Mgema, chief prison
officer; and Simeon Amon
Mwanguku, chief p r i son
officer.
Recipients from the Somall
Rt:public will be Omar M.
Gulaid. regional commandant

of prisons, Northern Region;
Nuh Ibrahim Musa. officerin-charge. prison industries,
Central Prison. Mogadiscio;
Ali Nur Giama. administrative officer. prison headquarters, Mogadiscio; and Ahmed
Abdi Mohamoud, vice commandant of Central Prison,
Manders.
The Agency for International
Development (AID), a division
of the U.S. State Department's
program of technical assistance to Latin America, Africa and ASia, has designated
SIU to conduct the course.
The eight African officials
who came to Southern's campus on Sept. 20, 1965, have
visited correctional institutions in WisconSin, Indiana.
Michigan and Missouri as well
as Illinois. Their classroom
work included lectures by SIU
specialists as well as experts
from other areas of the United
States.
The final examination consisted of an analysis of the
Intermediate Reformatory for
Young Men in Jefferson City,
Mo. In addition, class members were given an oral exam
by a group of the SIU faculty
members who instructed them.
According to Rotert J.
Brooks, crime ~nd correction
center coordinator for this
international program. another course will convene in
April for participants from
Sierra Leone. West Africa;
Viet Nam and elsewhere.
The students presently in
the class are being housed
in
the
University-owned
Brockway House on Oakland
Street in Cubondale. BrOCkway House is namedforZcbuIon B~ockway. a 19th century
prison reformer.

Illinois Advertisements No Go;
We Won't Move, Editor Says
Rick Friedman, an associate
editor of EditoT & Publisher,
New York City. thinks the
current tongue-in-cheeck advertisements designed to lure
industry from New York to
Illinois will not be successful.
The advertisements attack
problems such as Rtrikes,
water shortages and electrical
failures, but in a less than
serious way. One of the advertisements w h i c h was
placed in The New York Times
by the Illinois Department of
Economic
Development.
states, "we figure New York
will probably have a typhoon
next week ••• first your water
dries up, your lights conk out.
No newspapers, no subways.
So why not a tropical storm?
• • • Think a little bit about
a move to Illinois."
Friedman said these advertisements are based upon
a misconception of life in New

7ie

York, and said he doubted the
campaign would succeed.
"New York grows on you,"
he said. "Once you are there
you don't want to leave. All
the~ ~ problems we have been
having become a challenge to
the people. They adjust to it
and love it.
Friedman, a native Philadelphian, moved to New York
six years ago.
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1M Schedule
Thursday
8 p.m. Boomer-Angus vs. Pierce Arrows
Warren-T-Waters vs. Brown Rebels
Felts Feelers vs. Bailey I
9 p.m. Tigers vs. Boomer Boomers
Allen Angels vs. Brown's Gods
Pierctl 2nd vs. Brown Nosers

Arena
Arena
Arena
Arena
Arena
Arena

I
2
3
I'
2
3

Sunday
V-School 1
1:15 p.m. Motivators vs. Kingsmen
Forestry Club vs. Hounds
V-School 2
2:15 p.m. Rim Rammers vs. Basketball
V-School I
Players
Losers vs. Tradewinds
U-School 2
3:15 p.m. Maulers vs. Vectors
U-School I
Suburbanites vs. Ptolemy Towers U-Schoo12
I :30 p.m. Mites vs. V. City Hatchetmen
Arena 1
G!:.diators VB. Trojans
Arena 2
Abbott Bears vs. Felts Raiders
Arena 3
Allen Evens vs. Apostlers
Arena 4
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19~~0~~
SUPPLY STORE
SHOPPINC CEN',·ER

Monday

i~'

8 p.m. Newman Center vs. Beadle Boys
Ash Can vs. Viet Cong
Seibert's Sinkers vs. Egyptian Cobras
9 p.m. Men's P.E. Club vs. Misfits
Hayseeds vs. Zoology
C.G.A.'s VS. Grads

Arena 1
Arena 2
Arena 3
Arena 1
Arena 2
Arena 3

Tuesday
8 p.m. Kingsmen vs. Hounds
Mongols vs. Illusions
Regents vs. Hungry Five
9 p.m. Petunias vs. Jacques
Johnson City vs. Dephers
Danes vs. Sail Cats
6:45 p.m. Winners vs. Spinners
Pi-R-Square vs. ROTC
7:45 p.m. Blue Chips vs. Somfs
Pierce Cretes vs. Allen Aces
8:45 p.m. Warren Falcons vs. Boomer
Terrors
Chi Gents vs. Gulp A Go Go

Arena I
Arena 2
Arena 3
Arena 1
Arena 2
Arena 3
V-School I
V-School 2
V-Sc.hooll
V-School 2
U-Schooll
U-Schoo12

Wednesday
7 p.m. oulverizers vs. Mason Dixon
U-Schooll
"ejects V3. Heritage Cats
U-School2
8 p.m. Woody Goodies vs. Transfers
U-Schooll
E lmahal Cramers vs. Southern
U-School2
Comfort
8 p.m. Gent Hall vs. Playboy Hall
Arena 1
Tau Kappa Epsilon vs. Sigma Pi
Arena 2
Arena 3
Delta Chi vs. Phi Sigma Kappa
9 p.m. Phi Kappa Tau vs. Theta Xi
Arena I
Kappa Alpha Psi vs. Alpha Phi Alpha Arena 2
Hawks vs. Travelers
Arena 3

OIemlstry Seminars
Set Today, Friday

Rentals

Two seminars for staff and
students have been scheduled
this week by the Depanment
of Chemistry.
George Ewing, professor of
chemistry at Indiana University, will describe "Motion of
Molecules in Liquids" at 5
p.m. today in Parkinson 204.
J. H. Hall assistant professor of chemistry, will
speak on recent work on the
chemistry of nitrenes, at ..
p.m. Friday in the same room.

• Refrigerators

• TV's
• Ranges
• Washers

Williams

STORE

212 S. ILLINOIS 1-6656
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A WEIGHTY PROBLEM-Wrestlers like sm's Alf Haerem (black
pants) have to watch their weight as carefully as a beauty queen
does, as the story below explains.

Shape Up or Ship Out

With an Egg and a Prayer,
Matmen Tiptoe to Weigh-In
By John Goodrich
Don't ever eat hamburgers
and french fries in front of
a wrestler, especially if he's
in training Just prior to a big
meet-the mere sight of a
Steak and Shake is apt to set
the entire team into a frenzy
while on a road trip.
A wrestler, more than any
other athlete, has to be extremely careful of his weight,
for at weigh-in time, he has
to be within that weight, or
else face disqualification.
On the way to the Oklahoma
State Invitational meet, the
overweight wrestlers ate little
or nothing, and even the ones
who were Within their category took it easy on food
consumption.
This was, indeed, rough for
the coaches and this reporter,
who accompanied the team to
Stillwater, Okla., over the
weekend, a lO-hour drive.
When the wrestlers arrived
in the "Cowboy" town last
Thursday evening, they went
straight to Oklahoma State's
Gallagher Hall gymnasium for
a brief workout to "break
sweat" and keep in shape.
Julio Fuentes, SIU's 145pounder, was seven pounds
over, and Coach Jim Wilkinson sent him to the steam
tunnels beneath the gym to
lose all seven of them.
Fuentes was soon joined by
several other of his teammates who had weighed in a
few pounds over their limits.
The lightweights have the
hardest rime of it if they're
over, because it's one thing

tc trim off a few pounds if
you are a 177-pounder, and
quite another if you've been
wrestling at 130 and have to
sink down to 123.
After weigh-in is over, a
buffet breakfast of steak and
potatoes takes care of any of
the team's hunger pains.
The meets at Stillwater ran
from 1 o'clock in the afternoon
to 10 o'clock at night, with a
three-hour break for supper
••• er, breakfast. The wrestlers kept in shape by eating
poached eggs and orange juice
for late meals, so they could
make weigh-in the next
morning.
On the trip home, stops
were made every hour on the
l)alf hour to make up for all
those hamburgers and french
fries missed while in training, and also to celebrate a
perfect 6-0 record for the
meet.

New French Club
Has Cultural Bent
Qu'!::n dire-t-on, a newly
organized club especially for
students majoring and minoring in French, was formed
at the end of the fall term.
Organized by Melvin D.
Drew and Bettina L. Clowes,
Qu'en Dire-t-on will help students who want to learn more
French than their regular
courses offer.
At their meetings club
members discuss French
holidays,
sample French
cooking, listen to French
operas and read European
newspapers.
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pa.t of your p".sonolity. Out
stylishly corr"ct f.ames will mak"
you looic like you. glomo.ous b"st.

LICENSE PLAYES

ONE DAY SERVICE AVAILABLE
FOR MOST EYEWEAR

$9.50
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CONRAD OPTICAL
Ac.oss tiO", th" Varsity Theat" •• Dr. C. E. Kendrick,
optom"t.ist co.n". 16th. ond Mon.o", Herrin- D.. C.
Conrad, optometrist.

•

PICK UP SERVICE·DIRECT FROM SPRINGFIEW

2 DA Y SERVICE
$1.50 PER SET INCLUDES ALL CHARGES
NO MONEY ORD&; R~ OR STAMPS TO BUY!

SALUKI CURRENCY EXCHANGE
CAMPUS SHOPPING CENTER
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But Margin Reduced

Cyclists To Meet
For Training Run

We're Still No. J
With up, Pollsters
Southern held on to its firstplace ranking in the United
Press International smallcollege basketball poll this
week although its marginover
other teams was reduced.
Despite two losses last

JACK HARTMAN
weekend in Arizona, the Salukis nabbed 19 of the 35 firstplace votes and 312 pc.lnts of
the possible 350.O'his was 7()
points more than second-place
North Dakota received, but 32
points less than the Salukis
pulled last week when they
rec~ived 32 first-place votes.

A short training run will be
held Sunday by the Somhern
Riders Association to acquaint
campus motor cyclists With
endurance runs, the event
most popular with area
cyclists.
The event will cover 5 to
10 miles through University
and city land southwest of
Carbondale. Arrows will be
set up directing cyclists to the
area from the tennis court
. • parking lot.
The first motorcycle will
start promptly at 1:30 p.m.
and cycles will start one every
minute fro m that time.
Registration will open at the
area at noon.
Participation will require
a 50-cent donation, and membership in the association.
Cyclists may join the organization at the registration desk.

North Dakota moved ahead
of Evansville for second place
on the strength of five firstplace votes. The Sioux won
twice last week to boost their
record to 14-2.
North Dakota was 18 points
ahead of Evansville, With the
. Purple Aces 66 points in front
of fourth-placed Tennessee
State. The Tennessee crew
has won nine of 10 games and
will play Southern in the Arena
Saturday night.
The only unbeaten team still
in the top 10 is Oglethorpe
with a record of 13-0. Southern will play Oglethorpe
Feb. 5.
The top 10 with records in
parentheses:
1. SOUTHERN ILLINOIS, ·3)
2. North Dakota (14-2)
3. Evansville (9-4)
4. Tennessee State (9-1)
5. Central State of Ohio (11-2)
6. '.Jglethorpe (13-0)
7. Grambling (14-2)
8. Akron (9-1)
9. Valparaiso (11-3)
10. Long Island U. (11-1)
The second 10 in order are
Donald N. Boydston, athletAbilene Christian, Kentucky
Wesleyan, SteubenVille, Ar- ics director, declined to comkansas State, Cheyney State, ment Wednesday on the proSeattle PaCific, South Carolina gress of Southern's search for
State, Assumption, Indiana a new head football coach to
State and Northern Michigan. repiace Don Shroyer.
Boydston also refrained
from comment as to whether
the athletics department had
received any applications for
the coaching position.
Shroyer, who came here
dents in its extensive sports ~:~ i!:~sw~~~ ~:ms:. Cr!~~;
program. It is headed by Linda football Cardinals, said he
K. Hoffman as student president, with Charlotte West, as- was asked to resign. Athletics
sistant professor. as faculty
Bus to St. Louis Sel
adviser.

Boydston Still 'No Comment'
On Search for New Coach
officials have made no comment on his statement.
In his two years here his
teams had identical records•
•
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New Eff·IClency
•
A pa rtment 5

For Men

SIU Coed Cagers to Engage
In 6 Contests During Winter
While the nation's No. 1
small college basicetball team,
the SIU Salukis. is making
headlines, its coed counterparts, members of the Women's Recreation Association,
quietly will try LO defeat a
series of opponents from Midwest colleges.
Six basketball contests are
scheduled and SIU will be host
for a sectional sports day Feb.
20 With about 20 teams participating.
The schedule includes a
game With Blackburn College
at Carlinville Friday. two
reams from SIU against Principia College at Elsah Saturday, four teams competing
with Northern Illinois University here Jan. 2\); a game with
Western Illinois University at
Macomb Feb. 19; games with
Southeast Missouri State College from Cape Girardeau and
with Principia here March 5.
Competition is also planned
in fencing. badminton and
gymnastics during the winter
quarter.
Fencini! teams will meet
Northern Illinois University at
DeKaib on Feb. 12. Both men's
and women's badminton teams
from SIU will participate in
an intercollegiate tournamem
at Eastern Illinois University.
Charleston, Feb. 4-5, and a
beginning group of SIU girl
gymnasts will be host to illinOis St3re University on Feb.
5.
The WRA, sponsored by the
Department of Physical Education for Women, involves
more than 1,000 women stu-

Moci .. :n-Air Conditioned-Large Lounges

Color T.V.

Each apartment has air canditioning, a private madern bath,
and its awn modem, fully equipped, electric kitcheneHe.

n.

A bus will leave at 8 a.m.
Saturday from the University
Center for St. Louis. Students
wishing to make the trip must
A series of Thursday cof- sign up before noon Friday in
fees has been planned by the the Activities Office of the
University School Parent- University Center. Price of
Teacher Association, beginning this week, according to
Mrs. Arthur L. Aikman, publicity chairman.

- I --

II J .11
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University School
PTA Co¥tees
Set
'JJ'

Rt.51-Just south of campus

Area Realty
phone 549-2141
1022 West Maip
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beh~el:~~~~ 9~~~
to 11:30 a.m. in the faculty
lounge of the Wham Education Building as follows: today
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for the ninth and tenth grades,
ne Daily Egy,ti• •oes not 'efund _lIey wh_ ods are _cell ....
and Feb. 3 for grades 11 and 12.
ne Daily Egyptian reserves itte right to .. ject any odvertisill, CO".
Mrs. Aikman said success
1966 model, 10.SO trailer with
1965 ·Triumph Bonnev"e Motor.
of a similar series of teacherFOR SALE
bunk beets." c.entral air condition ...
cycle. 650 cc. twin cOl'burators,
parent coffees held last year ....
ing. Suitable fa. 2 -4 peopl _, park.
prompted the organization to Public health nurse. 54800~n:a,millli~:~i/·lph!!::t8'33.:~:
ing permit available. Call 7·
55700 with B. S. degree, onnuol
plan the meetings.
6405.
571
583
increment, five day week .. re-
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NEEDLES

~~m::~a:1 an·Bi~C~:,tyFraH~!ith
Dept••

bottom. white tap. Power brolc:es"
steering, automatic. White waHs.

51300 or best offer. Call 549.2717.
574

to fit all make.

Ope.. 9 O.m. to
6 p.m. Every Day

Su,"icron lens, luggoge cose,
rnany filters, etc. Original cast

nearly 5500. E.cellent condit.
ion 5350.
Phane Gordon ot
3·2021.
568

212 S. ILLh40lS

• Pay your Gas, light, Phone, and Woter Bills here

Speed equipment-Authori ~ed deal ..
er for most name brands. All items

are discount priced. Call549.~;:.

~

::t:::: t!~~:::' S::5pl::,,~~:r:

ities, 2 miles from campus. 1m...
mediate possessiDn. PhDne 9 .. 2533..

Leic .. M·2s with dual.range 1/2 1-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..:58.:;.4~

rr/!,ZStore
". UI lams

• Drive's Licen~e
.Public Stenogr.pher
• 2 Ooy License PI.te
Ser"ice
• TraVelers' Check~

Illinois.

1963 Chevrolet convertible, blue .....----F-O-R...R-E-N
...T--..:.;.:.....i

• Diamond
• Sapphire

Campul Shopping C.nt.,

Johnston City,

t---------,-2:

SALUKICURRENCYEXCHANGE l
• Checl. C••hing
• Notory Public
• Maney Orders
.T,tle S.rvice
•
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1965 2SOcc Suzoki, In good con.
dition, 5475.

Call 9-2630 after

e~t~

t'!

Register-free cash prize. KID" ..
dike Buddy Buck Sidewalk Sale.
Guess

lowest

tempet'ature

11

a.m •• 4 p.m. Saturday at the Squire
Shop Ltd.
577
Safety

first

Drive...

training .

Specialist. Stote licensed certi.
'ied instructors. Get your driv-
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quart.... Phone 549· 2681 after
4.
513
Trailer SO'X8'. T_ miles south
on route 51. Very clean and rea·

C:lj~IS9.44~~:~~ti~~~

one

.:8.:p.:::.m:._ _ _ _ _ _ _..::56:6~r----
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~r~anist

for Sundoy Church Ser-

vice 11 to 12 noon. Play for
solo·no choir.
Writ" app.
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nue stoting experience and re..
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C,own Prof
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stereo record.

er. 5900 value-will sell for $400

Tutor for student taking Phys •

LOST
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a"X35' House Troiler, Awning,
Air Conditione" Large Folding
Study Desk, Bunk beds. Frost
Mobile Pork No. 19. Michael
Jennings.
542

gan will give lessons in your
home or mine. Seven yeors ex..

pet. Name Bozo. 9rown and
wnito,7 years old. Fleo collar..

perience with Lyon H"aly Music
Co., Chicago.
Call M.s. Orr,
:arbondal e 549·4485.
562

Hos slight limp in rea' leg.
"Substantial" .eward. CDII 549·
29.44.
581

Call after 4

PS;"O

Carbondale Lost.small beagle,
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There's Sweetness in Revenge
As SalukisBring Aces to Size
(Continued frOIll Page I)

lead the rest of the half.
although they were never able
to pull away much.
Led by 11 points by McNeil
and eight more from Smith.
the Salukis built upthebiggest
margin of the first half in
the final minutes. Southern
was on top 37-30 at the
intermission.
During the first half the
Aces'
All-America Larry

What Does Coach
Of No. I Team
Do During Exam?
DURHAM. N.C. (AP)-What
does the coach of the nation's
No. 1 college basketball team
do during the mid-year exam
break when his team is idle
for nearly two weeks?
If he's Vic Bubas of Duke
be'U "catch up on correspondence. do some recruiting and
think about any changes we
might want to make."
Also he notes With some
anxiety that unbeaten Kentucky
haS' crept Within three points
of his Blue Devils in this
week's Associated Press poll,
and he wonders that next
week's vote will look like
after a week of inaction by both
teams.
Duke has been No. I for six
weeks since twice drubbing
UCLA.
defending national
champion.
Bubas conceded before the
SE'a,,;on began that he would
have a good team. Hardly :I
surprising observation. In six
previous seasons Duke reams
under Bubas have won t:~2
games and lost only 35.

Humes led their scoring
With 16 points. Howard Pratt,
the 6-7, 200-pound forward.
had four ~oints. He was tied
With
guards Sam' Watkins
and Rick Kingston. Herb·
William3
grabbed
seven
rebounds as the Aces enjoyed
a 20-12 edge over the Salukis
in that department.
Southern's shooting was
good from the start as they
hit .519 from the field and
made good nine of ten free
throws
in the first 20
minutes. EvanSville, meanwhile, shot a cool .351 from
the field and hit only four of
nine free throws.
Humes was almost a oneman scoring machine for the
Aces Wednesday night. His 39
points were 29 more than the
closest
·.eammate. Ric k
Kinston. who had 10.
The vic tor y snapped

Judge Dismisses
Fans' Complaints

CHICAGO (AP)-A $48,000
suit by two hockey fans, based
on commercials shown on
closed circuit television of
Chicago Black Hawk play in
the last Stanley Cup series,
was dismissed in Circuit
Court Tuesday.
Janet Nelson and Jay M.
Freedman, in behalf of hockey
patrons, sued the Chicago Stadium Corp.
They contended beer and
ga~mline commercial.. were
shown during eight Black Hawk
road games shown on closed
circuit TV in the Stadium at
prices ranging from 52 to 54.
The
plaintiffs contended
that, as paying patrons. they
had freedom from such advertising.
They alleged the
$8,000 sought in damages was
the
amount the Stadium
grossed from the program.
The judge said other patrons
may have enjoyed the commercials. "The beer com(Continued from Page I)
mercial may have whetted
presidem for student and area their thirst," he said. "They
may have gone out for a
services.
Graham said the proposal drink."
to establish the commission
was not the result of any
specific evem concerning
fraternities and sororities.
"This area is the concern
Rebecca E. Baker, assoof students in general and ciaw prcfessor of elementary
fraternities
in particular. education. will speak to the
This is one approach to try Faculty Club at noon today on
to get a meaningful study." "Poverty and Young ChilGraham said.
dren."
Drinan. a member of the
The meeting will be held in
informal group and of Theta the River Rooms of the UniXi social fraternity, was asked versity Center as parr of the
by Graham to draw up a sug- continuing series of talks.
gested charge of action for
the commission.
Drinan said he plans to suggest the following area of
stud v:
The goals and objectives of
SIU and the Greek system and
'largest stock in
the relation of the two.
Evaluation of the success
area. Exc:lusive dealer
of the two bodies in meeting
in area:
the goals and objectives.
Reciprocal responsibilities
of SIU and the social fraternity and sorority sys£em.
Recommendation for future
Ml1Rt>AI~E SHOPPING CF.NTFR
courses of action.

Place of Greeks
In Campus Life
Sought as Study

Gymnast Irene Haworth Hurt
In Returning From Therapy
Irene Haworth, IO-yegr-old
member of the SIU women's
gymnastics team, is in fair
condition at Pinckn::!yville
Hospital for injuries she received in an automobile accident Tuesday night. according
to gymnastics Coach Herb

VO~~~'s Haworth lost control
of her car when it skidded on
. a patch of ice nine miles south
. of Nashville on illinOis 127.
She was returning to SIU after
a doctor's appointment in St.
. Louis. said Vogel.
Miss Hawort'!. a sophomore
GEORGE McNEIL
from Canada, visits a specialSouthern's two-game losing ist in St. Louis every two
streak and give3 them a 9-3 weeks because of an injury
record for the seanson." The she received two weeks bedefeate dropped thir-ranked cause of'an injury she reEvansville record to 9-5.
ceived two months ago in a
:J . :....
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The <:!Gzy Horse Offers:
• lIO()":R~ EQl:IPllt:NT
• PLEAS:\:\T .-,TlIOSPHERE
• DATES PL.-\Y FR ..:E

CRAZY HORSE
BILLIARD ROOM CAMP~:N~::PING
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BIG ENOUGH TO SERVE YOU! '''.
SMAll ENOUGH TO kNOW YOU!

·~G·;'
H~
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STORe

FOOD MART
519 EAST MAIN ST.

OPEN 7 DAYS AWEEK
FOR YOURSHOPPING
CONVENIENCE

29

PIECE BOLOGNA
~
or BEEF LIVER lb.
blue bell bacon Ib 89 e
standing rib roast'b69~
PICK'S FRESH AND PURE

LEAN GROUND BEEF
We reserve the right
to limit quantities.

RINSO

4

Faculty to Hear
Talk on Poverty

Schwinn
Bikes

physical
education class,
Vogel said.
"She has been out of competition for two months from
the first injury," said Vogel,
"and was just getting back
i~to shape. Now there's no
telling just when she'll get
back into the picture:'

CLOROX
BLEACH GAL.

DETERGENT
r~g.

size
pkgs

51

49 C

FREE!
e

1 c:an Shurfresh bisc:uits with
purc:hase of ane IS "'z. jar
KRAFT'S GRAPE JELLY

39 C

armor beef stew
49
armor vienna sausage 25 oz. CANS 4 9 ~
birds-eye awake 3 90z. CANS $ J
birds-eye fish sticks 3s oz. PKGs.89(
24 oz.
CAN

MANHATTAN
COFFEE
Ib

69 c···

~

:IK'S
OLEO

2 3S(
1b.

ctns.

THESE OUTSTANDING VALUES ARE GOOD THRU SAT
PICK SAYS: MIX 'EM OR MATCH 'EM

ONIONS

or

RADISHES

2:~~1

S(

calf. sunkist oranges size 88 doz. 9 ~
red delicious apples 3 If~:' 25 (

